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Draw more spaghetti on the plate.



Draw what’s happening above the mountains.



Draw some people on the sidwalk and then color in the whole picture.



Color these windows with stained glass patterns.
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Color the sails of the ship.



Draw what you think the astronaut is looking at.



Add some things you like to the picture by coloring in squares.



This knight has a twin brother. Draw him.



Draw a rocket ship next to the astronaut.



Complete the pictures.



Complete this engine by drawing belts around the gears.



Fill the cubes with pictures and patterns.



Color in these designs, then make some new ones  
using objects from nature.



Draw something big 
for these hooks to catch.



Draw faces on the monsters.



Draw the dragon who is making this shadow on the wall.



Plant some carrots for the rabbit to eat.



Add some more dogs and hurdles to the dog park. 
How about a tire swing to jump through?



Decorate the crowns with some jewels.



Draw sweet treats on the plates.



Draw some circus performers.



Complete these 5 creatures.



Color the snail shells.



Draw more skate tracks on the ice.



Draw a happy puddle jumper in these boots.



What’s the kitty dreaming about?



Who is the octopus frightened of?



Write your own story or fairy tale.



Draw more fish in the sea.



Fill the shapes with doodles.



Draw a garden in bloom and add some insects.



Add Halloween decorations  
and trick-or-treaters to this spooky scene.



Turn these 6 sets of eyes into sea creatures.



Draw the other half of the space suit  
and then add the astronaut’s face.



Decorate the Russian dolls.



Draw something flying among the clouds.



Draw small fish and seaweed around the sea monster.



What’s in this detective’s file?



Draw a few crocodiles peeking out of this swamp.



Draw designs on these superhero shields.



Draw what you see through the hole in the wall.



Draw a big monster family.



Add a lot more flowers to the picture.



Color the puppy’s dog house.



Draw a few more kites in the sky.



Draw something in the sky that has wings.



What’s the witch storing 
on her shelves in the cellar?



Draw the other half of the monster.



Draw a maze of pipes connecting to more showers.



Complete the monster who is hiding here.



Draw a pirate next to the treasure chest.



Complete the banners  
of these three kingdoms.



Add more colorful designs to the page.



Here are some empty labels for goods sold at the market. 
Fill them in with things you’d like to buy.



Draw fireworks above the castle.



Color the sea creatures.



Color all the horses on this merry-go-round.



Color in the helmets. What sport is each helmet for?



Draw and color in the other half  
of the owl.



Draw what you think the sailor  
is looking at.



Draw balloons in the sky.



Draw portraits inside the frames.



Here are the feet of a mysterious animal.  
Draw in the rest of the animal.



Add designs to these colorful umbrellas.



Complete the picture of the dinosaur.



Fill this candy counter with sweet treats.



Draw stripes on the tigers.



Color the garlands as brightly as you can.



Decorate the other  
bird houses.



Draw in more test tubes and scientific equipment.



Add more houses to this village.



Draw something you’d love to see inside this vase.



Draw more curly waves below the lighthouse.



Draw more dandelion seeds. Then make a wish.



Create some monsters and give them names.
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Decorate the rest of the bubbles.



Write a message or draw a secret map.



Color these circles.



Draw a house on this island.



Complete the picture by adding a lot more hearts,  
flowers, stars, squiggles, and other shapes.



Fill the windows with pictures.



Draw a colony of ants inside the tunnel.



Draw a rocket ship zooming in the sky.



Draw a bouquet of wildflowers.



Turn these shapes into aliens.



Can you continue the path to fill the whole page —  
without ever taking your pencil or marker off the paper?



Draw some funny faces on these creatures.



Draw a partner for the robot.



Draw some creepy crawlies.



Draw lots more presents under the Christmas tree.



What’s the boy dreaming about?



Color the masquerade masks.



Draw some things that the wind has blown up into the sky.



Color the seashells on the shore.



Color the muffins and cakes.



Draw some houses on this planet in outer space.



Add some more plants or animals to the wild jungle.



Draw a hut on the island.



Draw the turnip leaves.



How may stars can you fit on this page? 
Use as many different colors as you can.



Draw colorful icing on the cookies.



When the weather outside

is bad, the CLEVER ACTIVITY PAD
delivers hours of creative indoor fun!  

You’ll enjoy more than 100 engaging 

pages for drawing, coloring, and

using your imagination. 

Make your next rainy day 
a clever drawing day!

Make your next rainy day 

When the weather outside
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